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NUTRILEN OIL 

 

NUTRILEN oil, the result of experience, research and tradition of the anti-woodworm manufacturing 

company, has made it possible to combine several characteristics in a single product. Not being based on 

silicone products, it does not form a film and keeps the object with its own original features, renovated and 

clean. The effectiveness of the product is guaranteed by the quality of the components. 

DETERGENT - NUTRILEN oil cleans the treated object from fingerprints, halos, stains, etc., making it shiny 

but not greasy. 

NOURISHING - NUTRILEN oil, based on natural products, nourishes the wood. It penetrates the fibers by 

absorption and, moistening them, it renews and enhances their characteristics, avoiding drying, cracking 

and possible attacks by insects. 

COVERING - To ensure that NUTRILEN oil can be applied on various types of wood, with different shades, its 

coloring has been deliberately made soft but still enough to cover any scratches. 

WATER REPELLENT - NUTRILEN oil protects especially wooden objects exposed outdoors from water, 

preventing it from entering the wood fibers and damaging them. 

ANTISTATIC - The use of NUTRILEN oil removes dust from treated objects, ensuring that it does not settle in 

the cracks. 

APPLICATION - NUTRILEN oil is suitable for treating all wooden products, particularly furniture, floors, 

parquet, fixtures, doors, external doors, structures exposed to bad weather, etc., and its convenient 

dispenser facilitates application. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE - Shake well before use. Spray the product on the wood to be treated, wipe with a 

soft, dry cloth. Let the wood absorb product components. With another cloth, remove the excess oil and 

polish the surfaces. 

PACKAGING – NUTRILEN oil is available in the following format: 

500mL with spray dispenser (pack of 12 pieces) 

OIL NUTRILEN is produced by the company Mazzoni Mario Eredi S.r.l. - Via Isonzo, 28 – 34070 MOSSA (GO) 

– TEL. 048180487 

ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company. 


